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Chapter 1659: I Don’t Know

He Yurou’s pretty face seemed to be seen through by others, and his pretty face turned
red.

The pretty face was drooping, and she said ashamed: “Xiu Xiu, what are you talking
about?” “Mr. Chu, I already have a wife.”

“How could I…”

Before He Yurou finished speaking, Tian Xiuxiu laughed. She cut off her words: “So
what?” “Mr. Chu is the lord of Noirfork, the hero of the world.”

“From ancient times to the present, there are not many confidantes around a big man?”
“Yu Rou, if you like it, go after it boldly. Oh.”

“I support you.”

“What’s more, with your looks, this Noirfork land, Mr. Chu can match you?” “Think about
it, if you really become a partner with Mr. Chu in the future? “Your husband is the
respect of Noirfork, and your father is the chief official of Noirfork.”

“At that time, Yurou, you were the empress of Noirfork.”

“Under one person, above ten thousand~” Tian Xiuxiu smiled hehe. Then, in the soft
tone, there was an inexplicable magical power.

But He Yurou shook his head: “Will he be so dazzling, will he stop for me?” “I’m going,
Yurou, why are you still scornful of yourself.”

“Your conditions are not bad.”

“Body, appearance, Background, that one is not always one in a thousand.”

“If I were a man, I would have fallen under your pomegranate skirt a long time ago.”

“As for getting to know Mr. Chu, don’t worry. It’s all on me and Leonard.”

“My family Leonard knows Mr. Chu.”



“Is it, Leonard?” As she spoke, Tian Xiuxiu turned her head and asked Leonard Chu to
the side.

“No, I…

I do not recognize.

“I don’t know him, I have nothing to do with Mark.”

“Perhaps it was shaken by Mark’s monstrous means, Leonard Chu is still a little shocked
now. Now that he heard Tian Xiuxiu’s questioning, Leonard Chu seemed to be crazy,
shaking his head repeatedly, dare not admit himself. I met Mark. After speaking,
Leonard Chu paled, turned his head and ran out. It seemed that he was afraid of being
discovered by Mark. After all, although Leonard Chu knew Mark, it was because of
Terrisa Qiu. , Their relationship is very stale. This kind of relationship is faster to say it!
“Leonard, Leonard~” “Where are you going?”

“Leonard…”

Leonard Chu’s abnormal behavior made everyone very puzzled. Tian Xiuxiu was
worried and chased after him. But He Yurou obviously didn’t care about Leonard Chu. At
this time, her mind In the middle, it is all the majestic figure of Mark who just turned the
tide and dominated the world! “Is he called, Mark?

The girl muttered to the sky, even after many years, when He Yurou recalled today’s
scene, his majesty, his glory, and his smiles are still vivid! “He is like a light.”

, Inadvertently broke into his own life, and also illuminates the rest of his life.

“That night, He Yurou wrote this sentence in her diary. However, as the protagonist,
Mark, of course, didn’t realize it at all. But even if Mark knew it, what could he do? I don’t
know this girl. As far as Mark is concerned, he and He Yurou, even if they meet Pingshui,
are not counted. At this time, only Tongshan, Helen Qiu and others are in his eyes. After
holding Tongshan’s internal injuries , Mark also sent him to the hospital for further
treatment.

Chapter 1660 Copper Mountain’s Injury

Tongshan suffered severe damage this time, not only the internal muscles and veins
were damaged, but also a terrible penetrating injury on his left arm.

This kind of trauma can only be sent to the hospital for surgery.

However, even if he could save his life in the end, one of Tongshan’s arms would be
destroyed.



In front of the hospital bed, looking at the dying, bandaged Tongshan Mountain, Mark
slammed a fist against the wall in anger.

Suddenly, on the wall poured with steel and concrete, there was a strong fist mark.

“Tongshan, is your special mother an idiot?” “This Mochizuki River became famous. He
was already a martial arts master decades ago.”

“You are an idiot. You know you are invincible, so you rush forward! Mark cursed
angrily.

A low anger trembles the whole room.

Even the nurses in the corridor were disturbed, and he yelled at Mark with a bad attitude:
“What are you arguing about?” “I don’t see the writing on the wall, is it forbidden to make
noise?” A young nurse despised.

However, after she finished speaking, the air in the entire ward suddenly stagnated.

The Ericson, Lei Laosan and others who had been waiting next to them almost all got
scared to pee.

Lei San, who was panicked, even stepped out and slapped the nurse on the face!

“Do you dare to insult anyone if you don’t know whether you live or die?” “Don’t get out
of here!” Lei Lao San cursed sharply.

The little nurse covered her face, her beautiful eyes flushed, crying tears.

After being beaten by Lei Lao San, she was like a cat with exploded hair, screaming:
“a*shole, you dare to beat me?” “My dad never beat me like that.”

“I declare, you are finished. ~” “My dad is the dean, I will let him come and drive you
out~” The little nurse roared angrily, her sharp curse was extremely harsh.

Lei Lao San and the others were unmoved, they looked at her blankly: “No wonder it is
so arrogant, it turns out to be the dean’s daughter.”

“You don’t need to call it, I’ll let him come over.”

After speaking, Lei Laosan immediately made a call, suppressing his anger, and said
solemnly: “If you still want your daughter to survive, come down and lead her
immediately.”

….

After a while, a middle-aged man in a white coat rushed to the place in a hurry.



“Dad, they beat me, you have to call the shots for your daughter?” the nurse said bitterly.

However, who could have thought that as soon as her words fell, the man in front of her
slapped up and shouted.

“Bastard thing, you don’t want to live anymore?” “Hurry up and apologize to San Ye and
the others!” “With your idiot daughter, your father and I will be scammed by you sooner
or later~” When the dean received the call, no doubt It was already scared to pee.

He knew that the person sitting in this ward in front of him could shake the existence of a
prefecture-level city by stomping his feet.

He couldn’t afford any of them.

In the end, this farce ended with the fearful apology of the father and daughter.

On the first day of the internship, Mark and others let the little nurse feel the cruelty and
malice of life.

However, it was just a small episode after all.

From beginning to end, Mark didn’t even look at their father and daughter.

His eyes were almost all on Tongshan’s injury.

Facing Mark’s scolding, Tongshan’s stupid big man not only didn’t have any guilt and
panic, but also grinned silly.

But the more so, the more Mark felt guilty.

If it weren’t for letting him guard Xu Lei, how could Tongshan end up like this?
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